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‘‘It is incumbent upon government to ensure regulatory processes ... support the continuation of a healthy and independent media" ...
Stephen Conroy. Photo: Andrew Meares

On the face of it, readers could see the inquiry into print and online media, which began yesterday, as a good thing. If there is
nothing to hide, what harm could it do, some asked. Or, as one wrote, this is ''a wonderful opportunity to focus my problems with
your newspaper''. (I wish the inquiry well with that one.)

It is your money to spend, and an independent inquiry by an eminent and reportedly sharp former justice of the Federal Court, Ray
Finkelstein, could offer readers and viewers another insight into Australian journalism - how it works, how it makes its decisions, and
how it justifies those decisions. Not many would object to that.

So, in the best of all possible worlds it would be a good thing. But this inquiry is appointed and initiated by government - a
government with only a light hold on the reins, influenced by the miffed Greens on this issue.

Advertisement: Story continues below

The federal Communications Minister, Stephen Conroy, said: ''The Australian government believes it is incumbent upon government to
ensure regulatory processes and industry structures are sufficiently strong to support the continuation of a healthy and independent
media that is able to fulfil its essential democratic purpose, and to operate in the public interest.''

Such a warm and cuddly motherhood statement sounds ducky. But it rings alarm bells for me. Why would it be incumbent upon
government to ensure these pillars remain strong? When a government wants to go somewhere it has been excluded from since 1824
- when Australia was granted a free press - it is worth being wary.

Australia's major newspapers are public companies, not government utilities, and with few exceptions take seriously their role as a
clear and true voice that informs and reflects public opinion. They are not granted licences by government, nor is their content
regulated by government, but - like any private citizen - they are subject to the law of the land. It sounds simplistic, but as long as
the tried-and-true maxim that managers manage and editors edit continues, newspapers, and their online sites, are safer, more
reliable - and groundbreaking - than if government finds a way to meddle under the guise of public benefit.

The institutions that stand constant guard against government excesses and abuses are the media. Newspapers are the major source
of investigative stories and many of those stories involve government, state or federal, and invariably are picked up by other media.
Government then has an informed public clamouring for answers. And you have watched politicians squirm.

Whatever bias you see - or suspect you can see - you at least know government has not had its claws in. Newspapers tell you warts
and all what your government - of whatever political hue - is doing. If the government could promote, even at arm's length, a long,
over-academic and bureaucratic set of rules to be checked off before an investigation or explosive story is published, a cynic could
suggest that by the time that happened many dirty tracks would have been covered, and spin doctors would be ready with polished
lines.

Freedom of the press is not a freedom to be irresponsible. And, as has been said by this newspaper in its leading articles, and by
others, the ultimate sanction on a newspaper, or any news organisation, is the reader, the listener and the viewer. You make or break
it.

Two weeks ago the inquiry asked editors of Australian newspapers and online media to detail how they enforce internal compliance
with industry codes, including how often journalists are reprimanded for breaches each year, and whether owners or advertisers seek
to interfere. ''Are your editorial departments free from such influence? What safeguards are in place that maintain independence?''

Finkelstein also wanted to know what steps were taken to check a story's facts. ''Is it largely left to the journalist? Or do editors have
active responsibility for fact-checking? Is the fact-checking process successful, or is it problematic?''

I like those questions, and I believe readers will like them, too. I am pleased editors are thinking about their processes and decisions.
Fairfax, publisher of the Heralds, has agreed to co-operate with the inquiry - although it thinks it is unnecessary. That you are reading
a column by Australia's only readers' editor I think shows Fairfax's commitment to openness and honesty with its readers.
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I'd prefer MediaWatch to handle the enquiry. Not sure that a review is necessary, treating media with scepticism seems
widespread, which is a good basis, but into the future media is going to have less monologue, more dialogue. This
comments section is testament to that. So if an article has an error, a correction will probably be right in the comments
under it, if it gets published. If it doesn't the error will be brought to light through other avenues. That dialogue will
connect clusters in a network, journalists to readers basically, I'm fascinated to see how it turns out, assuming that things
like this comments section, paywalls etc. are all in evolutionary flux.

Jakob Gamertsfelder | Adelaide - November 09, 2011, 3:38AM

I might feel more grateful to have a Readers' Editor if I knew what it was and what effect it had.

Matt | Neutral Bay - November 09, 2011, 6:54AM

You ask the questions, Matt, and I get you the answers.

Readers' editor - November 09, 2011, 7:48AM

FAIRFAX newspapers are indeed free but not MURDOCH papers.They always have an agenda,an agenda of Rupert.Not of
freedom of press or information or citizens' liberty.

SMH : can you font of share tables' prices a little bigger please ?

Thanks

GNS | Hornsby - November 09, 2011, 7:36AM

Sadly, GNS, to increase the size of the share tables' font, we would have to drop a couple of hundred shares.

Readers' editor - November 09, 2011, 7:49AM

keep it up Judy - you are doing an excellent job of distilling the important issues as Australia's only readers' editor.

certainly useful to give us outsiders some view of what happens in the newsrooms

Charlie | sydney - November 09, 2011, 9:25AM

So glad it's working, Charlie. Thanks.

Readers' editor - November 09, 2011, 9:43AM

"So, in the best of all possible worlds it would be a good thing. But this inquiry is appointed and initiated by government -
a government with only a light hold on the reins, influenced by the miffed Greens on this issue."
.
And therefore everyone involved in the enquiry will be tarnished by this? Funny how you show your own bias right there,
against the Labour government. ( something you should work on hiding you know) 
However, just to be helpful, when presenting a loaded view like the one above, if you tried harder you could have used the
phrase "illegitimate government" or "non-delivering government", or "Juliar" just for effect, ...anyway your own political
leanings aside...
.
There really is a requirement to have a look at the Murdoch strangle hold on this country. When you own a large majority
of the the mainstream media you have a responsibility to present the facts impartially. That is something that the media in
this country seems incapable of doing.

So, how are you all (journos) viewed do you think? With respect? Do you think we see you as impartial providers of
information, or as the puppet mouth pieces of the Liberal party, trying to bring down the government. Roughly 50% voted
Labour last election, do you think you have credibility with them?
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.
Australian media has a choice here, step up and get real, and provide genuine news services that people will be prepared
to pay for, or continue down their chosen path of biased political meddling and risk losing the very essence of what they
are. With Rupert in charge, lol. 
.
Guess which end result I have my money on!

Wraith | here - November 09, 2011, 9:42AM

Frankly, I am not sure whether this inquiry is a good or a bad thing.

At one hand, I agree with the author that governments like nothing better than a toothless press. This inquiry could result
in that.

At the other hand, the idea that governments should never intervene and that the public alone can tell the difference
between crappy journalism (a la News Ltd) and good journalism (a la SMH/The Age) is hopelessly naive: ask the
Murdocks.

Finally, based on my experience, that "Australia's major newspapers (...) with few exceptions take seriously their role as a
clear and true voice that informs and reflects public opinion" sounds true if we think of the SMH and The Age. I am far
from convinced this is generally true.

Dr. Jeckle & Mr. Heckle - November 09, 2011, 11:11AM

The media inquiry is ill-disguised Murdoch-bashing by a Labor-Green coalition that did not like what it was reading in The
Australian. For sure, it can be argued that The Australian is activist against the government, but this is not unusual.

Nobody from the current government coalition was railing against The Australian when it was similarly activist for
Aboriginal reconciliation during the Howard years. The shoe must be on the other foot.

morrgo - November 09, 2011, 1:13PM
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Comments are now closed
judy prisk

Readers' Editor

Judy Prisk is the Readers' Editor of The Sydney Morning Herald. 
Email readersed@smh.com.au
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